Using the fde.uwaterloo.ca fatigue database files
In Chapter 5 Part 0 introduced axial fatigue specimen testing, and a file format
for saving the data in a web browser accessible form.
In this sub-section you will learn how to download the files, plot them using
the on-line tools, plot them locally using gnuplot, and create a web structure
for saving your own data sets.

Step 1 Click on this link: http://fde.uwaterloo.ca/Fde/Materials/dindex.html
or copy link to your web browser
You should get back this page:

Lets get a wrought Aluminum
example.
In your web browser Click here

F.A. Conle, July 2017

These are individual
data set files

When available a merged
file is the best source
Click on the merged file
(In your browser)
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This page should appear:

Your web browser should return this page
This button will return
plots of the data

The raw test result
data is in this
text box

When you click on
“Send for plot”
the contents of the
text box are sent to
a U. Waterloo server
that decodes it and
creates the plots.
In your browser
try it now.

The web browser should return a figure as below:

The “traditional fit” is
defined by the parameters
in this table
and appears as the heavy blue line
in this figure.

The traditional fit, blue line,
is composed of two least
squares fit lines that are added
vertically to make the curved
blue line.
The elastic strain amplitude is
fitted vs 2Nf by
the brown line
( Elastic Strain = Stress/E )

The plastic strain amplitude is
fitted vs. 2Nf and forms the green line
(Plastic Strain = Total Strain - Stress/E )

Since there are only 3 variables in a test;
namely Strain, Stress and Life, one can
really only do 2 fits without getting into
over-constraint problems.
i.e. : we cannot reliably to go from
Life → Strain → Stress → Life
with 3 fits and end up at the same Life.

The cyclic stress-strain curve can be fitted
with the equation of stress ampl. vs plastic strain ampl.:

and then strain ampl. is related to stress ampl.
with

A number of investigators do this, but such a
3rd fit leads to an over-constrained set of equations.
In order to avoid this some investigators use the
formula

which does not always fit the data well.

E

E

In the traditional fit he curved line is the vertical addition of the two straight fit lines

It turns out that the traditional fit process is not really necessary. It was
invented in the days of hand and slide rule calculations.
An alternate more flexible and accurate method, which we will be using in this
course, is simply to represent the curves with:
A digital set of Strain, Stress, Life values
Everything else can be computed from these three variables, if one has
a further item:
A good value for the Elastic Modulus (Emod).
In the past measurements of the material’s Emod have been surprisingly poor.
Often researchers have reported only a single measurement of the Emod, or
just assumed a value from other reports.
In my experience it is best to measure the elastic modulus at the beginning of
each fatigue test and then, when all tests are completed, take the average of
the measurements as representative for the material.

Creating a “fitted” file: A digital set of Strain, Stress, Life values
Method 1
Step 1 : Arrange your fatigue test data into standard SAE format file
Give the file name an .html suffix e.g.: aa7075xxx.html
Example:

http://fde.uwaterloo.ca/FatigueClass/FCourseNotes/exampleSAEfile.html.txt

Use the example file as a template. Change the comment,
identifier tag values, and raw data to your material results.

The resulting html file should look something like this:
Avoid using Tab character
to create this file.
html file header

Comments on material & test

Identifier tags

When creating such a file
it is often best to edit an
existing file. A txt file of the
example is here:

Raw test data

http://fde.uwaterloo.ca/FatigueClass/FCourseNotes/exampleSAEfile.html.txt

Tail of html wrapper

Step 2 :

Open the resulting html file in your web browser and click on the
“Send for Plot” button

The web server will return a
page that includes a 3 figure image:

more...

Scroll down this page and at
the bottom you will find a
digitized version of the
traditional fit curve.
Copy and paste the data into
a new file.
Example name: newFit.txt

In a gnuplot window plot the data from both the raw test data file and this newFit.txt file.
Use a gnuplot commands such as:
set grid
set logscale xy
set yrange [0.0001:1.0]
set pointsize 1.5
plot "exampleSAEfile.html" using 2:1 with p pt 6, "newFit.txt" u 2:1 w lp pt 16

Then edit the 2Nf (life) column until the newFit.txt data fits the raw test data.
Save the edited file and check with another plot. This usually is an iterative process.

Change the #DataType= value to “fitted”
In this case I have not changed the
fit very much; only the tensile
fracture point, and deleted the
life points where there is no raw
test data.

As long as you keep the
StressAmpl. and StrainAmpl.
the same, you can change the
fatigue life points to any
value that better fits the raw
data. In this case no
changes were necessary.

If you want to add a point
make sure that the stress and
strain values fit the cyclic
stress-strain curve.

The advantage of using a digital fitted curve:
1. Flexibility. We can fit odd shaped curves such as periodic
overload tests or composite materials data.
2. Computationally fast: We can use the fitted curves in spread sheets,
cyclic stress-srain deformation models, or any fatigue calculation program.
No complicated (and slow) equations needs to be solved. Solution
is by linear interpolation for stress versus strain
or by log-log interpolation for strain vs. life or stress vs. life
or any other derived term vs. life.
3. The listed values or other derived terms can be easily plotted.

Creating a simple Folder or Web database

There are a number of more "sophisticated" ways to organize such a
database structure, and the author has created several such versions in
the past, but although its fun programming, it was basically a waste of
effort. Experience shows that what 99% of the fatigue/durability users
want is a data file/plot for the material name that they have, and, if
there is no direct match, a nearest or "best" fit. No one ever uses the
search options for values of Su (ultimate Stress), Sy(yield) etc. This
is from an observation of hundreds of verbal requests by engineers over
a period of more than 25 years. The best policy in a fatigue related
database is to keep things very simple. Such simplicity can be achieved
by placing each raw and fitted html file into its own folder, or a folder
that contains all data sets of the same material.
The following list structure lets a user achieve the same search
objective. When no exact match can be found for the requirements,
the subsequent search for "next best or equivalent material" can be
fairly difficult to solve without expert help.
Database Structure:
A very simple form of fatigue material property database can be constructed by
linking from an index file to a tree of other folders and files:

Steel
Folder

Start
Folder
"Materials"

Material type
Index file
"dindex.html"

Steel Index
file
"steel.html"

Sae1000
Folder

SAE1000
Index file
"sae1xxx.html"

rawData1.html
fittedData1.html

etc.
Wrought Alum.
Folder

W. Al Index
file
"alum.html"

Cast Alum.
Folder

Cast Alum.
Index
html file

report.pdf
Sae4000
Folder

SAE4000
Index file
"sae4xxx.html"
etc.

etc.

Commands to make such a folder structure:
1. Make a folder "tree"
While in some base folder issue the following commands:
mkdir Materials
cd Materials
mkdir Steel Alum CastAlum
cd Steel
mkdir Sae1000 Sae4000
cd ../../
cd Alum
mkdir AA1xxx AA2xxx AA7xxx
You could also create these in any GUI (graphical User Interface ) window.
2. Move your raw data and fitted html files into the lowest level folders such as
Sae1000 or AA7xxx
3. Edit or copy some index files into the upper folders.
For example the file located here:
http://fde.uwaterloo.ca/FatigueClass/Notes/dindex.txt
can be placed into the top folder "Materials" Once in that folder rename it to an html suffix
mv dindex.txt dindex.html
4 Similarly place the following files into the subfolders
Save:
http://fde.uwaterloo.ca/FatigueClass/Notes/steel.txt
as:
Materials/Steel/steel.html

Commands to make such a folder structure (continued)
4 cont'd
Save: http://fde.uwaterloo.ca/FatigueClass/Notes/steel.txt
as: Materials/Alum/alum.html
Save: http://fde.uwaterloo.ca/FatigueClass/Notes/sae1xxx.txt
as: Materials/Steel/Sae1xxx/sae1xxx.html

